
Springwood Baptist Church: Term 4, 2021     Series: Practising the Ways of Jesus Week 2: Recallibrating Our Desires 

 

 
This week, Steve continued his series on imitating the words, works and ways of Jesus, by developing the 
rhythms and practices of discipleship that transform culture.1 As part of this, he referred back to his first 
sermon in the series, on ‘The Problem of Hurry’. Essential to this, is creating daily habits or routines, 
whereby we make space for our relationship with God and to hear God’s voice in our lives, with the 
expectation that God will do his transforming work in our lives. Steve shared the following resources in the 
‘chat’ of yesterday’s sermon.   

Practicing The Way of Jesus 1: The Problem of Hurry 
https://youtu.be/M90dTnGQ--U?t=65 
James K.A. Smith - You Are What You Love: The Spiritual Power of Habit 
https://youtu.be/HChKd1aW-hI 
The Gift of Being Yourself - David G. Benner 
https://www.koorong.com/product/the-gift-of-being-yourself-david-g-
benner_9780830846122?utm_source=booko 
Live No Lies Podcast - John Mark Comer with Rich Villodas 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xWZORHLkq2A 
https://www.contemplative.org/contemplative-practice/centering-prayer/ 
https://www.contemplativeoutreach.org/centering-prayer-method/ 
https://www.contemplativeoutreach.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/method_cp_eng-2016-06_0.pdf 
https://www.contemplative.org/contemplative-practice/centering-prayer/ 
https://www.contemplativeoutreach.org/centering-prayer-method/ 
https://www.contemplativeoutreach.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/method_cp_eng-2016-06_0.pdf  

GETTING STARTED: For those of us who would ordinarily leave our house each day, to commute to 
work, school or university, there used to be an established routine, sometimes governed by things like 
train timetables or work rosters. The change, to working from home, changed up those routines – and to 
some degree, also upended spiritual disciplines that were part of those routines. What spiritual routines 
went ‘out the window’ when Covid hit? And what routines and practices did you develop through the 
lockdown? How has your walk with God been impacted by the change in your routines? 
 

READ: COLOSSIANS 3:1-17   

 What did you notice/ what did you hear / what things stood out, as you just read the passage?  
 

 What things did you take away from Steve’s sermon this week? 
 

 This passage talks about putting our faith into action. Think about the following quote – especially 
in the context of how Christian faith and practice looks like in our day and age:   
“The cultural critic and professor of media at NYU, Neil Postman, in Amusing Ourselves to Death, 
widely considered the seminal work on the effect of TV on our culture, coined the phrase “low 
information-to-action ratio.” By that he meant, we’re overloaded with information, so much so that 
we rarely do anything with what we learn. He said it this way: “The tie between information and 
action has been severed. Information is now a commodity that can be bought and sold, or used as 
a form of entertainment, or worn like a garment to enhance one’s status. It comes indiscriminately, 
directed at no one in particular, disconnected from usefulness; we are glutted with information, 
drowning in information, have no control over it, don’t know what to do with it.” To sum up: 1. We 
have more information than any other generation in human history. 2. In fact, we have so much 
information we often feel overwhelmed as vast terabytes of “news” constantly assail us via our 
phones and devices. 3. This creates a paralysis in us. We then grow accustomed to this paralysis 
and live with it as our default. We’re used to hearing new information, even being moved by such 
information, and then doing absolutely nothing about it.”2 

 

 Steve used some material from John Mark Comer’s book The Ruthless Elimination of Hurry. I have 
included a link to the ‘How to Un-Hurry Workbook’ that accompanies that book – in the footnotes. 
This has a number of different exercises that you may like to try. Comer mentions four practices 
for un-hurrying our lives: 1. Silence and Solitude. 2. Sabbath. 3. Simplicity. 4. Slowing.  

• Which (if any) of these disciplines / practices are an intentional part of your life?  

 
1 www.bds.org.au  
2https://static1.squarespace.com/static/58431a7603596e3099e87531/t/5dcd82a34474a007a68a3b47/1573749412344/How+to+
Un-Hurry+Workbook.pdf 
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 Steve also referred to a book by Steve K.A. Smith called You Are What You Love. The Spiritual 
Power of Habit. There is a discussion guide to his book on his website.3 In that, there are some 
questions posed: “What is the most successful diet, exercise routine, or other lifestyle change that 
you’ve put into practice? What did it take to succeed, or why did it fail?” “Smith lists two things that 
are required for new disciplines to take hold: a community and a commitment to practices we might 
not initially enjoy. Smith compares sanctification to participating in Weight Watchers, saying it 
“requires submitting ourselves to disciplines and regimens that reach down into our deepest habits” 
(p. 65). How can we embrace Smith’s vision for sanctification without making discipleship seem 
merely obligatory? How do we capture both the discipline and the joy of growing in faith?”  

 What is your response to these comments? Steve talked about our strongest motives, coming from 
our desires/ heart. What has most strongly motivated you to change or to meet a personal goal?  

 

 Read John 1:35-39 (below). Why do you think, Jesus asked John’s disciples, these questions?  

• If you were in their shoes, that day, how do you think you would have responded?  

• If Jesus were standing in front of you, today, asking you those questions, what would you say?   
35 Again the next day John was standing with two of his disciples, 36 and he looked at Jesus as He walked, 
and *said, “Behold, the Lamb of God!” 37 And the two disciples heard him speak, and they followed 
Jesus. 38 And Jesus turned and saw them following, and *said to them, “What are you seeking?” They 
said to Him, “Rabbi (which translated means Teacher), where are You staying?” 39 He *said to 
them, “Come, and you will see.” So they came and saw where He was staying, and they stayed with Him 
that day; it was about the tenth hour. (NASB)  
35 The next day John was there again with two of his disciples. 36 When he saw Jesus passing by, he said, 
“Look, the Lamb of God!” 37 When the two disciples heard him say this, they followed Jesus. 38 Turning 
around, Jesus saw them following and asked, “What do you want?” They said, “Rabbi” (which means 
“Teacher”), “where are you staying?” 39 “Come,” he replied, “and you will see.” (NIV)  

 

 Read Philippians 1:9-11 and Col 3:12-14. Steve highlighted that, in these verses, the first priority 
is ‘love’ and the second is ‘spiritual insights’, rather than the other way around. Which part of you 
is the primary driver for how you act: your head? Or your heart? And what has the most sway, 
when it comes to how you treat others? 

 

 Steve used the image of a plane being flown, using a compass – and if the plane is off course by 
one degree, the plane will end up being a long way from its destination, over the course of its 
journey. Similarly, we need to keep recalibrating our desires, to ensure that our focus is Christ. We 
may stop spending time with Christ for a day, but quickly find that we have not spent time with God 
for weeks at a time. It is in this context, that Steve spoke of the need to ‘un-hurry’ and make space 
to re-orientate our lives towards God, on a daily basis. Two practices that he spoke about are: 
1. Gospel meditations – including using imagination, by picking a gospel passage, then spending 

time reflecting / imagining the passage as real life.  
2. Contemplative / centring prayer – including focussing on an attribute of God 
He gave 3 tips from Rich Villodas: 1/ befriend/ learn to be comfortable with silence; 2/ normalise 
boredom, vis being comfortable just abiding in Christ, without necessarily being aware of God’s 
presence; and 3/ reframing distraction, realising it is human and instead of being discouraged by 
this tendency, instead seeing it as an opportunity to come back to Jesus.  

 If you have time, choose a short gospel passage and do a short gospel meditation or following the 
steps of Lectio Divina (below).  
Eg Luke 24:36-42. Read the verses, then enter into the story. Where are the disciples? What are 
they doing? What are they feeling? What happens when Jesus appears? How do you respond to 
Jesus’ questions and his invitation?   

Lectio Divina: 1/ First, come to quiet. Turn your attention and desire over to God. Feel free to rest for a few moments, 
as you slow your mind down to the pace of the Spirit. Then… 2/ Read/ lectio: Read the passage slowly and pay 
attention to each line. Take your time. As you move through the text, pay close attention to what “shimmers,” what 
words and ideas draw your attention in a special way. When your heart is drawn to a word or phrase or idea, pause 
for a few moments, and let it expand in your mind. 3/ Reflect/ mediatio: After you finish reading the passage, return 
to the beginning and read it again. On your second time, focus even more on the words or phrases that resonate 
with your heart, life, or whatever you’re wrestling with today. Listen for what God is saying to you through the text. 4/ 
Respond/ oratio: Talk to God about what you’re hearing. 5/ Rest/ contemplatio: Pause to sit in God’s presence before 
you return to the noise of life. Express whatever is in your heart to God — wonder, awe, joy, hope, or gratitude. 6/ 
Some teachers add a fifth movement: incarnate/ incarnatio — where we ask the Spirit to illuminate our mind with a 
clear action step to incarnate the passive we’ve been sitting in.4 

 
3 https://jameskasmith.com/YAWYL/ 
4https://static1.squarespace.com/static/58431a7603596e3099e87531/t/5dcd82a34474a007a68a3b47/1573749412344/How+to+Un-Hurry+Workbook.pdf 
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